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Amino Labs is a Lethbridge-based company creating safe, fun, engaging, and accessible biotechnology 

education. While biotechnology education companies do exist elsewhere, Amino Labs is set apart by their 

new generation of technology and experiences that bring biotechnology education to a non-expert 

audience. Amino Labs aspires to catalyze the next generation of bio-innovators that will help solve some 

of the world’s biggest challenges and create exciting life sciences companies. They continue to make 

teaching biotechnology beginner-friendly, affordable, fun and student-led. 

University of Lethbridge Biochemistry student Tim Uchikura first saw his academic coursework applied 

to real-world problems during his third year of undergraduate studies. An advanced biotechnology 

assignment got him excited about these real-world applications, but he found it difficult to explain the 

concepts to his friends and family who had little or no experience with biotechnology. This encouraged 

him to find work in a lab where he could 

learn more about biotechnology, refine 

his laboratory skills and become a 

better communicator. Upon learning 

about Amino Labs, Tim was 

“immediately captivated by their goal to 

make biotechnology more accessible to 

entrepreneurs, artists, and anyone who 

wanted to learn.” Tim’s internship at 

Amino Labs offered the opportunity to 

work in a lab and learn about 

communication, sales, manufacturing, 

mentoring, patents, supply chains, and 

all aspects of running a small business.  

Tim’s first project at Amino Labs was 

working on an E. coli engineering kit and 

he remained heavily involved in the 

manufacturing process of other kits. 

Tim notes, “The most exciting part of 

my internship was when I produced 

three new colors by combining color 

Inquiries? contact: Julie Legault - julie@amino.bio - 647-234-4869  

About Amino Labs 

At Amino Labs, our mission is to make biotechnology learning and innovation accessible to everyone. 

At the moment, biotechnology affects more than a billion people every year and is a core part of our 

society. Yet, only a small fraction of the population understands it and can use it to help solve the 

world's biggest problems; from fuel to food to medicine. 

Amino Labs creates easy-to-use kits, equipment, books and resources so that students in secondary 

schools and at-home can learn genetic engineering, create living bio-art, grow and extract bio-

products, and more! To date tens of thousands of students and teachers in more than 40 countries 

have used Amino Labs as part of their learning journeys, from Stanford University to remote villages. 

Founded in 2017 by Designer Julie Legault and Scientist Dr. Justin Pahara, Amino Labs spun out of the 

graduate research conducted by Julie Legault during her studies at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology’s Media Lab. Amino Labs is now located in Lethbridge county, Alberta, Canada. 

About the founders: 

Advisor Dr. Justin Pahara is a Cree scientist-entrepreneur from a Southern Alberta Canadian farm. He 

has more than a decade of bioengineering experience and extensive knowledge of synthetic biology 

tech, markets, and work-flows. Justin attended the University of Cambridge (PhD, MoTI  in JBS), 

Singularity University (GSP-10;Google Fellow), iGEM (2007, 2008) and the University of Alberta (B.Sc., 

M.Sc.). Justin is a Biosecurity Fellow with Johns Hopkins’ Emerging Leaders in Biosecurity Initiative.  

As a Human-Centered Designer, Julie works to translate scientific and technological innovations for 

public acceptance. She has taught at Birmingham’s Institute of Art and Design (UK), the RCA (UK), MIT 

(USA) and notably worked with Audi, Nokia, LG, Aston Martin, Rihanna, and museums to develop 

smart materials, fashion and art. Julie holds an MS from the MIT Media Lab, an MA from the Royal 

College of Art (UK), and degrees in Design Tech and Arts from Concordia University (Canada) and is a 

proud fellow of the Coaching Fellowship program for extraordinary young women leaders of impact.   

Learn more about Amino Labs at www.amino.bio 
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pigment genes in bacteria. It was my first big contribution to the company through research and 

development.” Tim will continue his work with Amino Labs for the next term as he completes this project. 

Julie Legault, CEO and Founder of Amino Labs, is very complimentary of Tim’s work, enthusiastically 

saying, “Tim has been essential in creating new learning experiences and in completing other existing 

projects' commercialization processes. Not only is he an up-and-coming scientist with the potential to go 

far, but Tim always contributes to a positive and inclusive work environment. Working with Tim is always 

a pleasure.” Tim’s work ethic and growth at Amino Labs was also clear in his additional responsibilities. 

Tim was asked to mentor two other students and their projects. This was a great experience for him, as 

he learned valuable leadership lessons and was inspired by the students’ creativity and their ambitious 

goals. Positions like this are not easy to come by, and smaller companies struggle to provide them. Legault 

makes it clear: “Without WIL funding, Amino Labs would not have been able to offer these R&D positions 

to students, including Tim.” 

Tim has fantastic aspirations for his future. He wants to go to graduate school and continue to refine his 

skills. He is hungry to learn more. His internship at Amino Labs showed him the long process of turning 

an idea into a product. He feels “more prepared” for his future career and his experience in a successful 

start-up will inform his own choices as an entrepreneur. 

Amino Labs continues to innovate by creating new learning experiences for their customers. As Amino 

Labs has already laid its technology foundation, their student researchers are able to undertake challenging 

yet accessible projects that become an important part of their product offering. Legault wants to impress 

upon us all that “anytime science advances faster than our ability to understand it, it produces fear, 

suspicion, uncertainty and legislation.” She believes it is of the utmost importance that Alberta and Canada 

make biotechnology education a priority.  

If you or an educator you know is interested in learning more about Amino Labs’ hands-on biotechnology 

kits, software, hardware and learning resources please visit their website or contact julie@amino.bio.  

 

 

Become a Virtual Bioengineer! Try Amino Lab’s Canvas Kit simulator HERE. 
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